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"This is true Chick Lit...relatable, quirky, and downright hilarious." -Brookeblogs.com

Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦"I couldn't put the book down and literally woke the hubz

up in the middle of the night because I was laughing so hard at one point." -Mama'sGot Flair

Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦From Readers' Favorite Book Award winner, Becky

Monson, comes a chick lit romance series that will keep you laughing. For fans of Sophie Kinsella,

Helen Fielding, & Jennifer Weiner, follow the adventures of Julia Dorning as she tries to escape

spinsterhood.Julia Dorning is a spinster, or at least on the road to becoming one. She has no social

life, hates her career, and lives in her parent's basement with her cat, Charlie.With the arrival of

Jared Moody, the new hire at work, Julia's mundane life is suddenly turned upside down. Her instant

(and totally ridiculous) crush on the new guy causes Julia to finally make some long-overdue

changes, in hopes to find a life that includes more than baking and hanging out with Charlie.But

when the biggest and most unexpected change comes, will the new and improved Julia be able to

overcome it? Or will she go back to her spinster ways?"Dear fans of Bridget Jones, Sophie Kinsella,

and Marian Keyes, I have found an American author for you to meet and watch!" -Andi's Book

Reviews Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦Ã¢Ëœâ€¦
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Light but enjoyable fun is how I'd describe this book. There were some humorous moments that

really made me smile. Julia is in a dead-end job that she hates, she lives in her parents' basement

apartment, has a cat but no social life, dresses in a dowdy manner, and is convinced she's well on

the road to becoming a spinster. She also finds it almost impossible to make changes in her life.

When the open position in HR goes to a new hire, she takes it as another sign that she's doomed to

spinsterhood and she's prepared to resent the new hire from outside the company who got the job

she wanted. Until she meets Jared and is hopelessly attracted to the hottie. Many funny,

embarrassing moments follow but eventually the HEA is achieved. This is not a work of great

literature, but it is a quick, light, fun read.

This is the second of the Spinster books that I've read (I actually got the last one as a freebie, read it

first and enjoyed it enough to come back and get the other two--I wish I would've started at the

beginning of the series, because it would have made everything that much more hilarious. Anyway,

this was true to Julia's character and I loved the plot, which was well-thought out enough that it kept

me wondering what would happen next WHILE laughing at Julia, Jared, her family and coworkers

antics. I am looking forward to reading more from Becky Monson, starting with the Thirty-Three

Going on Girlfriend novel!

Little slow in starting but a great intro for a series! I felt as if i really got to know the teo lead

characters--- well enough to invest in the outcome of the story. Yes it was pleasantly predictable but

the few twists were written well and kept me intrigued! Am on to book #2 now!

Though little slow going at first, I couldn't help routing for Julia to have something positive happen in

her life. I found it hard to read that she didn't hard for her employer. That goes against my grain.

Jared, the live interest is sweet and very easy to like, if a little too sneaky. So if you're looking for a

fun, light summer read, it's far more enjoyable than my review.

Such a great, funny yet touching story! Loved Julia, the sweet, funny, self-deprecating but

endearing main character! There were moments I laughed, some where I cried. Truly a refreshing



book. I have to read the rest in the series!

I loved, loved, loved this book. I kept laughing out loud. Ms Monson has a wonderful sense of humor

and writes as if she is talking to you. Wonderful quick read. I couldn't put it down!

As someone who is thirty-two and a "spinster," I am totally in love with this book. It's full of humor,

wit, frustration, and other emotions that I can just totally connect with at this point in my life. I know

what it's like to live with my parents as an adult and have a job that I hate. (Still working on the "get

a better job" part and the "get a guy" part, but aside from that, this book has me written all over

it!)You will find yourself grinning and laughing throughout this book. It's worth checking out!Special

Note: When I started reading this, I kept "hearing" this voice in this British accent. Kinda like Bridget

Jones. I don't know if that's normal or not, but it was fun!

Thoroughly enjoyed this book. It was a little slow at the beginning but made for good character

development. The story picks up nicely and I can't wait to read the next book in the series. Oh did I

mention I'm hungry for baked goods after reading this book.
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